Introduction {#Sec1}
============

We hypothesize that changes of shape of arterial blood pressure (ABP) high-frequency waveform signal can be reflective of body\'s response to stress, in particular to hemorrhage.

Objective {#Sec2}
=========

To apply Machine Learning (ML) and sequential pattern extraction to ABP waveforms to reliably detect slow bleeding.

Methods {#Sec3}
=======

62 healthy pigs are anesthetized, intubated, ventilated, and instrumented prior to and during a controlled bleeding at a rate of 20 ml/min. ABP is recorded at a 250 Hz rate. To estimate the likelihood of bleeding, our algorithm:

\(1\) Extracts 10 s disjoint intervals of ABP waveform and standardizes the time series to zero mean and unit standard deviation;

\(2\) Discretizes the standardized data into a sequence of symbols each reflective of a particular value of the standardized ABP;

\(3\) Identifies which sequential patterns of symbols are present in the current interval data from among patterns previously extracted from training data using SPADE algorithm \[[@CR1]\];

\(4\) Feed the identified sequential patterns into previously trained ML classifier (Random Forest) to predict current bleeding status of the subject. The procedure is empirically evaluated using leave-one-pig-out crossvalidation.

Results {#Sec4}
=======

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows crossvalidation ROC curves for 1 min, 5 min and 15 min time marks after the onset of bleeding. At 80% specificity, our approach detects 42% of bleeding pigs at just one minute into bleeding (20 ml of blood lost, 75% AUC), 73% of bleeding pigs at 5 min (100 ml of blood lost, 85% AUC), and 90% of bleeding pigs at 15 min (300 ml of blood lost, 94% AUC).Figure 1**ROC of bleeding detection model at 1, 5, and 15 min from the onset of controlled hemorrhage.**

In addition, our method enables easy interpretation of learned patterns. An example in Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows how distribution of bleed vs. no-bleed test cases changes when two most informative sequential patterns are present or absent in ABP waveform. When both patterns are absent, the probability that the subject is bleeding is 16%. When either is present the probability increases to 50%, and if both are present it reaches 92%. Either of these patterns is present in 54% of all data. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} also shows representative ABP waveforms for the four combinations of the absence and presence of these patterns.Figure 2**Distribution of probability of bleeding based on the two most informative sequential patterns of shape of the ABP waveform.**

Conclusions {#Sec5}
===========

ML and sequential pattern extraction enables effective monitoring of ABP waveforms for indications of hemorrhage. The presented approach can be used to enhance current practice of hemodynamic monitoring while helping clinicians interpret patterns of patients\' physiological response to stress.
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